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VSTATUS

- Defined this new component to allow for better reporting.
- New REASON property (was a parameter) which allows for a codified reason.
- New SUBSTATE property
- Updated spec to make use of all these - greatly simplified.
11.2: REASON

• Used to indicate the reason for change in status or participation

• If we make use of PARTICIPANT and VSTATUS this should be a property not a parameter.

• Does SUMMARY mean the same? Maybe REASON shows intent better
PARTIPANT

- Use PARTICIPANT to group properties. Can attach more than one status to that particular participant.

- Again simplified things.
DURATION, ESTIMATED-DURATION etc

- Some discussion around this. Perhaps need to clarify.
- See other slides about DTSTART + DURATION for VTODO in 5545.
Alignment with Json work

• Perhaps use the coming weeks to align the specs.

• If this spec comes out before jsTasks should it contain any json representations?
Further extensions

• There have been some discussions on further extensions to tasks.

• Maybe these should be pushed out to the jsTask work which will result in icalendar extensions.